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2:'he report is presented in two parts. Part 1 describes 811 
investigation which yvas carried out in order to determine the 
extent to which mutual interference v/ould occur between a sound 
channel and 811 adjacent double sideband visiml channel, vmen the 
frequency separation of the respective carriers was such that one 
of 1:;h::; vision carrier sid(;bands overlapped the sound carrier. 
Tests using carrier separation of 2.65 Ee/s, 3.0 MC/s and 3.25 Mo/a 
are described for the Cases of modulated and unmodulated sounct 
carriers using both A.M. and F .M. systeiTlS of modulation. 

Part 2 is concerned vri th adjacent vestigial sideband systems 
811d describes some investigations which were carried out primarily 
with the object of determining the attenuation characteristic 
which is required for a vision transm~itter filter in order that 
interference wi. th adjacent soundt)r vision channels shall be 
negligible. 

PART 1 --
·DOUBLE SJJr~BAND SYSTEMS 

The problem of providing a television service over an area 
as large as Great Britain is crnnplicated by virtue of the relatively 
small coverage that is prov~ded by a single station and also because 
of the large bandwidth that is required for a single channel. Thus, 
unless certain compromises are accepted, the- total band·width 
required for a oomplete servic€ becomes prohibitively large. .An 
obvious means of effecting an economy in the total bandwidth is 
to allocate common 'Ivavelengths 'to stations sufficiently rel}lote 
from each other to avoid mutual interference, but an investigation 
'which has been described in Research Department Report No. T.015 
has shoWn that common wave working of television transmitters in 
Great Britain is unlikely to be generally practicable, owing to 
the large difference between the local and the remot.e signal levels 
~hich is. required .. in oroc:::, to reduce interferonce to an acceptable 
cleg:r;-oe. 
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As an alternative means of increasing the number of stations 
which can be operated in a given total bandwidth, a propo,sal was 
initially considered, in which the upper vision sideband of each 
channel overlapped the sound carrier of an adjacent channel. The 
proposed frequency separation between the respective vision and 
sound carriers Was 2 0 65 Mc/s, so that slight overlapping 'would 
occur in the case of existing stanck"l.rds, for which in theory the 
Vision sidebands spread to a limit of + 2.75 Mcls fl.bove and below 
the carrier. -

A simple experiment confinnod the expected result that inter
ferencc vdth a sound channel caused by an adjacent vision signal 
Wi th such 11 carrier sepo..ration would in all circumstances be 
negligible since the energy radiated at the Gxtreme limits of the 
vision sidebands is a very small proportion of the total radiat(;cl 
enorgy. The investigation described herein was, therefore, 
rr.ainly concerned \'\Ii th determining the Gxtent to which tho adjacent 
sound channel woulcl interfero with the vision signal. It is to 
be noted that a well clesignecl receivor will have a cho..racteristic 
"vhich is substDntiD.lly flat over the band of + 2.75 MC/8 about 
the vision carrier frequency, ond vlould not, therefore, introduce 
attenuation to a sound carrier spaced at 2.65 MC/s. 

2. BRmF DESCRIPTION_ OF ME11iQ12. 

Tb.Cl methocl of experiment employed was to receive the 
AlexancL-ra Palaoe signal on three typical cOIrmlercial televj.sion 
receivers, yw.mely, a Pye Console Model, a G.E.C. All-Wave and 
Television Receiver, and a RecliffusionTelevision Roc8iver, and 
to mix with the desired signal the output of a suitably calibrated 
A.M, or Iv.M. stanc1ard signal generator, adjustn.ble in level, and 
in spacing between wanted ana interfering carriers. Either 
400 cycle tone or the Alexo.no.ra Palace sound progrn.rn:me could be 
used at vdll to modulr.te the interfering sound co.rriur, so that 
the experiments could be made completely typical of conditions 
which would bG experienced in practice. 

3 • ~lln1ENTAL RE,'§'llL1'2_ 

The effect was observed of the following types of inter
fering sound carrior at vario~s frequency separations from the 
wanted vision carriex': 

(::.1.) Unmodulated carrier. 

(b) })'roquency modUlated carrier, 

(c) Amplitude modul~tod carrier. 

In the case of an unmodulatecl interfering carrier, as is 
well Imown, the interference pattern consists simplY of diagonal 
bars evenly spaced. When the differenoe frequency is of the 

e· 
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order of the highest video frequency the bars become of picture 
element size, and in these circumstances it is found that if the 
level of the unwanted carrier is - 20 db relative to the 
wanted signal, the interferenoe is scarcely perceptible. If 
the unwanted carrier is modulated in frequency and the frequency 
deviation is small compared with the difference frequency, the 
resulting change in the structure of the interference pattern 
over the modulation cycle is too small to be observed and the 
effect is therefore sUbstantiallY tho same as for an unmodulated 
oarrier. 

The situation is different, however, when tM unwanted 
signal is modulated in amplitude, in vwuch case the intensity 
of the pattern is causee1 to vary over the modulation cycle, and 
this change in intensity is visible even when the structure 
of the pattern is too fine to be observed, 

The detailed results arc given below, where the levels 
stated are those of the interfering sound carrier relative to 
the vision carrier at peak-white. 

(a) Unmodulated Oarrier 

2.65 MaLs Separatiop. 

- 10 db · ..... 
- 15 db · .... 

... 20 db • •••• 

Not tolerable. 

Interference just Visible, 
mainly as a disturbance 
to line synchronisation. 

Interference practically 
invisible. 

(b) :!r.r!39.~~£cy Modulated Oarri 0r 

~1Ic/s Separation, 75 kcls Dcviatio~ 

Except for a slight increase in the degree of the effects 
obsorvod, the interference hc-:.rdly changed as c?mparcd vd th the 
case of unmodulated, cnrrier. 

At a lovel of - 15.0 db with 400 c/s tone modUlation at a 
depth of 40%, or sound progTE'Jlllne from Alexandra Palace peaking 
100 %, the interference was just noticeable on the pye Receiver, 
but not noticeable on the G.E.O. Receivcr or the Rediffusion 
Receiver. 
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(c) Amplitude Moc1.uln.tcd Carrier 

- 20 db · ... " 
- 25 db • •••• 

- 30 db •• ••• 

.h0 MCLa Se,Earation 

- 25 db • •••• 

- 30 db • •••• 
~25 MCLS separation 

- 20 db ••••• 

- 25 db ••••• 

CONC'L USJOt"iS 

Intolerable. 

Not o..ccoptablo. 

Just perceptible - tolerable • 

Perceptible - not acceptable. 

Just perceptible - tolerable. 

(pye - - - - - - - - - - Not toler~ble. 
(G.E.C. Md Rediffusion - Tolerable. 

Satisfactory on all receivers • 

The result of the test indicates that the level of the inter--
fering sound carrier mv..st be 15 to 20 db below that of the wanted 
peak-white vision signal for substantial freedom from interference 
for an unmodulated cro"'rier spaced at 2.65 :Mc/s, or for a carrier 
modulated in frequency to a peak deviation of 75 kC/So 

With amplitude modulation, howevcr
1 

the interfering carrier 
level must be at least 30 db below that of the peak~1\]"hite vision 
signal if appreciable interference is not to be experienced. In 
general, with typical commercial receivers, the situo..tion is not 
greatly improvecl by increasing the carrier separation to as much 
as 3.25 Mc/s, but there is little doubt tl'k."l.t the reason for this 
is that no such requirement existed when the recoivers were 
designed, Dnd that sui table modifications to the design would effect 
an improv(,'Jllcmt in the cD:ses where the carrier separation exceeds 
the video signal bandwidth. 
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PlillT 2 

VESTIGIAL SIDEBAND SYSTEl.'IS 

Ul-t-Llst the proposal discussed in Part 1 of this report would be 
workable for the specified conc1itions, a study of estimated service 
areas showed that the maximum coverage likely to be obtained with 
such an arrangement would be, insufficient to meet the requirements, 
according to the extension of the television service in Great 
Britain which has beon planned. 

The decision was therefore made to adopt a vestigial sideband 
system of transmission for vis ion, similar to that which has been 
standardised in America. Whilst such a system must introduce some 
degree of distortion, for a vision signal, and in particular when 
posi tive moduldion is used, ,the distortion is only just 
peroeptible. 

The proposed arrangement is shown in Fig. 1(0.) and (b) in which 
idealised char2.cteristics for the transmitter and receiver are shown 
respectively. Since the correct asymmetric characteristic is 
provided for by the receiver, the transmitter characteristic over 
the attenuated sideband is only required to comply \Vi th the 
follovnng conditions: 

(a) It must be substantially f18,t to a Hmi t of 
'0.75 MC/s from the carrier frequency. 

(b) It must have attenuation outside this band 
sufficient tq, avoid interference vv-:J. th 
either the sbund or vision signals of the 
adj a '3en t charmeL 

This part of the rO,PQrt. is concerned prim2xily with the 
invGstigdions which wore carried out in order to obtain a quanti t
ative interpretation of condition (b). 

2. PROOEDURE ~~ND RESULTS 

2.1 Interference to,_,a Sound Ohonnel by an Adjacent Vision Sideb811d 

For the ptrrpose of this investigation an experimental l~5~line 
vision channel was used to modula -w a 4-5 MC/s carrier which was 
provided by a sigDal generator, double sideband amplitude modulation 
being used, A second signal generator with provision for sound 
modulation was used to provide the Hsound carrier" of Ohannel 2 
with a frequency of 4.6.5 Mc/s, i.e. with a separation of 1.5 MC/s as . 
sho~n in Fig. 1. The outputs of the ~,o generators were added and 
applied to the input of a conmunication ~ceiver (Hallicrafter Type 
8.36). . 
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The receiver was operated With the bandwidth switch in the 
IIbroad band!! position, in which case the bandwidth is approximately 
200 kc/so 

The investigation then proceeded as follows: 

Using the carrier lovel indicator which is incorporated in 
the roceiver, the signal levels of the tw-b " ch811ncls" were adjusted 
to be equal at the receiver input'terminals, or to be more precise, 
the avern.ge level of the vision signal under conditions of picture 
modula tion was adjusted to 1;0 equal to the sound c~rier level. 
The sound. carrier Was then modulated with 400 c/s -conoto a depth of 
40% and wi th the receiver t-uned to this c£J);'rior the volume was 
adjusted to a reasonable listening level. VIi th the modulation removed A 
the audible level of interferonce fr::lm the upper sidebond of the ., 
vision channel was noted. 

It was observed that the interference Vias substantially 
independent of the picture content, that is to sew, no chs.nge in the 
lovel of the interference could be observed when the scene was 
changed, for example, from a plain whi to bD.ckground to a test card 
or a normally illluninated set. It is, therefore, to be concluded 
thD. t it is ~he synchr;:mising signals which contribute the greater 
pcu-t of the high frequency energy contained in the video signal. 
It is easily shown by Fourier enalysis that the sidebend 
(listribution due to the line synchronising signals is approximately 
of the form shovm in Fig. 2, and since the audible interference 
results fr;)m the heterodyne between the sound c?.rrier and thone 
sid.e frequencies wb.ich have a frequency separation fr;)m it which 
is less than the highest audible frequency, it is t:) be ex:pected 
that the level of the intorference would depend very much upon the 
exact frequency of thc sound 'Jarrier. This was confirmec1 by 
adjusting the frequency of the sound carrier over a small range, 
when it was observed that t:I.axima and minima of interference 
occurred at intervals of approxim:.ttely 100 kc/s as predicted by 
theory. 

When the frequency of the' ncund carrier was adjusted to give 
a maximum of interference the following results were noted: 

Vision Carrier Level 
. ~erenc.e. 

Relative to Sound Carrier 

o db ...... Perceptible 

- 5 db •••••• JU['; t perceptible 

- 10 db •••••• Imper<:!opti b1-o 
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,In the presenoe of sound modulation the interference tended 
to beoome imperceptible for equal oarrier levels,but sinoe 
nonnal programme material, p:1.:ctioularly speeoh, oontains inevitable 
gaps, it is the silent oarrier condition that is real~ significant. 

In order to remove any doubt which may arise' that the result 
Was influenced by the receiver design, ,the experiment was repeated 
uSL~g a Pye Oonsole Receiver, the sound channel of which is of 
course tuned to 1;..1.5 MC/s. The interfering vision carrier was 
in this case injected at a frequency of 40 MC/s and identical 
results were obtained. 

Thus, it is to bo oonoluded that provided the interfering 
sideband is attehuated at the transmitter by at least 10 db at a 
frequency of 1 .. 5 MC/s away from the ca.rrier, corresponding with 
the frequency of the wanted sound carrier, no noticeable inter
ference will result, if the mean vision signal does not exceed 
the sound oarrier in field strength. 

The above investigation was concerned with a vision signal 
. obtained from a te~t oard or a typioal soene, but since the 
possibili ty eXists', however remote, of a scene being televised 
which contains an exceptionally large 1.5 'Mc/s component, for 
example, a scene mainly composed of vertical stripes at the 
appropriate spacing, it was considered 'worth while to pursue this 
possibili~ to the limiting case of a scene entirely composed of 
suoh stripes. 

A test 0 ard was therefore produoed compr~s~ng 125 vertioal 
stripes with equal black to white ratio, this being approximate~ 
the oorreot number to produce a 1.5 lic/s video component. Whilst 
the me8Xl frequenoy of the stripes waso.ocurnte, variations in the 
vdd th and position of individual s tripes often exceeded 10% owing 
to drawing inaocuracies. 

Theoretioo.lly, suoh a card, if'· perfeotly drmvn, should oause 
(allovving for the depth of' modulation and the presenoe of tte 
synchroniSing signals) o.n interferenoo level of - 10 db relative to 
100% sound modulo.tion. Tests revealed that whilst it was not 
difficult to identify the interference produoedby the card, 
instead of a disorete side frequency of large e~plitude there Was 
in felot 0. bo.nd of frequenoies, undoubtedly due to the drawing 
inaocuracies referred to. Furthermore, the maximum level of 
interferenoe that was observed, after carefully trimming the 
frequenoy of the "soundll co.rrier was' approximately - 35 db . ~ , 
relative to 1005;~ modulation, and an attenuation of 20 db to the 
Vision sideband was found to be suffioient to remove substantially 
the interferenoe even in this limiting case. Wh.ilst this test 
was largely of aoademic interest, it served to show that it is 
extremely difficult. to produce a soene which contains substantial 
energy- at frequenc:i<'es above 1 MC/8, tUld the x'E;lquircd aoouro.oy of 
the pattern is fnr gceater th:m w()1.l1r\ ever be metwithip. the 
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transmission of an actual scene. 

2.2 Interference ~ed bZ an ~djacent Visio~ Signal 

For this investigation the output signals from two separ,ate 
,signal generators were independently modulated with a video signal 
obtained from the camera channel. Irt one case the modulation 
signal was applied directly to the modulator circuit, whilst in 
the other case it was applied through a 5 fJ. sec. delay line. 
Thus, the two modulated carriers so obtained were representative 
of two signals that might be received at some arbitrary position 
between ttvo romotely situated transmitters both radiating the 
same programme. 

One of the carrier signals which was chosen to represent 
the local signal was tuned to 45 J'iic/s, whilst the other was tuned 
to a higher frequency and represented the interfering signal 
from a remote tr811smi tter occupying an adjacent chonnel. The 
two signals were added ~Jld fed to the input of a Pye Console 
Television Receiver. This receiver has a characteristic, which, 
on the high frequency side of the 'vision carrier, is substantially 
flat over a band of 3 Mcls and which thereafter follows a . 
relatively gradual attenuation curve. 

Using equal carrier levels and a frequency separation of 
5 Mcls in accordance with the proposed arrangement, the inter
ferencecaused by the lower side band of the unwanted carrier was 
just perceptible. When the relative level of the interfering 
carrier was increased to + 10 db the interference became slightly 
disturbing, particulo.rly se when the "scerie" was a test card, in 
which case a "ghost" image cf rather unuSUD.l character was 
apparent on close inspection. This image ",[o.S similar in form 
to the wanted picture, but exhibited the type of distortion 
that is caused by accentuD.tion of hiCh frequency components 
o.ccompanied by severe pho.so'distortion, that is to say, it gave 
the o.ppearance of being in relief. rJ~he ghost images formed 
by the 2 Mcls and 2 .. 5 MO/s vcrticD.l bars also exhibited a 
diagonD.l beat pD.ttern oaused by int~raction b.etvreen the 
adjacent side bands. 

Whilst with equal levels of wDnted and interfering signal 
the i..'1.terference could be described as "just perceptible ll , the 
result would nevertheless be quite acceptable, particularly in 
torms of the quality of reception that is obtained at the outer 
limits of a service area. 

Vlhen the interfering signal level ;llfaS reduced to .... 6 db 
relative to the wanted signal no interference could be 
observed .. 

Those tests were o.lso repeo.tod using various scenes 
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instead of a test card. In general, the same results were 
obtained, al theugh in the case of certain types of scene the 
interference was considerably less noticeable. However" 
bearing in mind that a large number of typical scenes contain 
well defined edges against a plain background, in which 11 ghost" 
images are particularly noticeable, it was considered that the 
result obtained With the test card would be valid for &~y 
practical case. 

In addition to the "ghost" image which has been described, 
in certain circumstances the interfering signal was observed to 
cause a small reduction in the signal/noise ratio of the wanted 
signal. 

When the level of the wanted signal was of the order of 
1.0 mv, or higher, so that in comparison with the "noise" 
origint;lting at the C['.11l0ra channel, the receiver "noise" could be 
neglected, it Vias observed that for equal car~ier levels the 
interfering.sign~l caused a slight increase in noise level. At 
lower carrier levels of the order of 100 )lv, in which case 
recei ved"noise" is cOl]lparable vTi th or greater than the camera 
"noise", no "noise il increase due to the interfering sideband 
could be observed. It is, of course, the results observed at 
low carrier levels that are particularly significant since it is 
under these cOi1di tions that adjacent channel interference is most 
likely to be serious. 

A further series of tests was carried out using a carrier 
separation of LI- MC/s. This Was done partly for academic 
interest and partly because Delvaux had suggested an arrangement 
in which the positi'on of the sound carrier relative to the vision 
carrier was alternated with consecutive channels. With this 
arrangemont he proposed that the unattenuated sidebands of 
adjacent vision carriers shOUld overlap. The particular 
arrangement to which the tests apply is sho~n in Fig. 3, where ~t 
vdll be seen that the exten~ of the overlap is apprOXimately 
2.0 MC/s. 

The te~ts shovfed that vrith equal carrier levels the inter
ference vIas disturbing and the result not acceptable, but with 
the Wl.wanted signal level reduced to - 10 db the interference was 
cnly just perceptible, and at the outer limits of a service area 
the picture would be abselutely acceptable. 

The follevving table summarises the results which have been 
described. 
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TABLE GIVUJG RESULT OF Ti~ST ON ~LlJ)JACENT VISION CARRlERS 

: 

RELl!.. TlVE LEVEL OF 
UNVvANTED CARRIER TIiTERPERENCE RE1iLiffiKS 

IN DB 

Noise increase 
+ 10 db Perceptible perceptible at 

carrier levels 
::>1.0 mv. 

.. 

Noise increase just 
5 Mcls 6 Just perceptible perceptible at 

Spacing carrier levels 
) 1.0 mv. 

- 6.0 db Imperceptible No noise increase 
observed. 

Noise increase 
0 Disturbing perceptible at 

carrier levels 

4. Hcls 
>1.0 mY, 

- 7.0 db Perceptible but imperceptible 
Spacing at levels <100 flY 

- 10.0 db Just perceptible Noise increase just 
perceptible at 
carrier levels 
>1.0 mY, but 

- 15.0 db Imperceptible imperceptible 
at <100 flY. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

The investigations bp,Vi3 ShJWjl that it "voulC1 be quite 
practicable to operate ari2D.8e:r.t ·Le18v.U:~ion channels with the 
vision carriers spaced at 5.0 MC/s without introducing any 
attenuation to the transmitted visi~n sidebands, provided 
that the receiver isdesigllf:d to have a vestigial sideband 
characteristic as shovm in Fig. l(b). 

Vfhilst such an arrlli1.gement v:T')uld provide an acceptable 
service, it has been, hOV'Tever, considered desirable to include 
a relatively simple filter at the vision transmitter, the 
characteristic of which is approximately flat, ivi th negligible 
attenuation, over the ba:ld GJctend:"ng from 3.0 MC/s below the 
Vision oarrier frequency to 0.75 MC/s above the carrier 
frequency and wi th attenu3:L;ol1 not 11333 tha:..11 10 Cl.b over the 
band from 1.5 MC/s to 3.0 I\ic/s above the carrier frequency 0 

vii th such a characteristic, the interference would be 
imperceptible even in the worst Case of equal received fields 
f'!-om the wanted and interfering stations. 

IXJ (HoL. Kirke) 
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